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.Landmark Site: Borough of ivlanhattan •rax "lan Block 1271, Lot 39.

On January 8, 1985, the Landmarks Preservation Carmission held a Public

Hearing on the proposed designation as a Landmark of the former Coty
Building and proposed designation of the related Landmark Site (Item No.
9). 'l'he hearing had been duly advertised in accordance with the provisions
of law. Thirty-four witnesses spoke in favor of designation; there were
seventeen speakers in opposition to designation, including three owners of
the property and six representatives. Nurrerous letters and statements have
been received both supporting and opposing designation.

l.ll:!SCRIP'l'IOO AND ANALYSIS
'1'he former Coty Building, built in 1907-08 is a significant reminder of
.ti'ifth Avenue at the turn of the century, men the avenue, south of 59th
Street, was shifting from residential to corrmercial use. Designed by
Woodruff Leeming, the building employs French design details which visually
link it and harrronize it with its .f ifth Avenue neighbors. Commissioned by
real estate investor Charles A. Gould, the entire building was leased to
perfumer ~ran9ois Coty in 1910 to serve as his American headquarters.
Shortly after acquiring the building, Coty carmissioned the great 20thcentury glassmaker Ren?Lalique to design a set of decorative glass windows
which extends from and unifies the third through fifth floors, creating an
overall composition. ·rhese windows, in their form and design are an
extraordinary survivor and are unique in New York•

.ti'ifth Avenue and the Site
For much of the 19th century, successive portions of Fifth Avenue enjoyed
the reputation of being New York's rrost prestigious residential street. As
the street was developed northward from Washington Square in Greenwich
Village, its character reflected the growth and change of Manhattan.
!<esidential enclaves rroved northward, followed closely by the inroads of
corrrnerce. The area of Fifth Avenue between 42nd Street arrl 59th Street was
built up for residential use in the years fol lowing the Civil War, yet by
1900, the commercial changes which had occurred on the avenue beyond Union
Square were inevitably wending their way northward. Writing in Scribner's
in 1900, J·esse Lync:h Will i am.s descr i bes ''I h2 Walk Up-Town" from 42nd
Street:
1
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When a 1'.l!'o r Sale" sign canes to one of these (old
comfortable places) you feel sorry, and when one day
in your walk up-town you see it finally irrevocably
going the way of all brick, with a contractor's sign
out in front blatantly boasting of his wickedness, you
resent it as a personal loss. It seems all wrong to be
pulling down those thick walls. •••Soon there will be a
deep pit there with puffing derricks, the sidewalk
closed, and shCM-bills boldly screaming. Arrl by the time
we have returned from the next sojourn out of town there
will be an off ice building of ever-so-many stories or
another great hotel.
Continuing change led to A.C. David to describe ''rhe New Fifth Avenue" in
1907:
Arrong the many radical changes which have been brought
about during the past six years in New York City, the rrost
radical and the rrost significant are those which have
taken place on Fifth Avenue. That thoroughfare has been
ccmpletely transformed. It has been transformed economically
by an increase in the value of real estate, arrounting to
250 per cent and over. It has been transformed
architecturally by the erection of a score of new and
imposing buildings and twice as many small ones. It has
been transformed in use by the intrusion of a large number
of n:ore popular stores. Arrl finally it has been transformed
in the human spectacle it presents by a great increase in
the number of pedestrians. From being a canparatively
quiet avenue, occupied in part by old brownstone residences
and in part by a carefully selected group of special stores,
it has beconx:? a bustling thoroughfare, jammed with carriages and rrotors, crowded with shoppers and pass2rsby and
redolent with the namas of wealth and business.
When the YA:st blockfront of f'ifth Avenue between 55th and 56th Streets was
developed, it exemplified that "carnparati vely quiet avenue. 11 'rhe earliest
construction on the block was a group of three brownstone-fronted houses,
Nos. 714, 716 and 718 Fifth Avenue, with tv.o additional houses at 2 ~m 4
West 56th Street, built in 1871 by architect-builder Charles Duggin.
The
blockfront irrmediately to the south was occupied by St. Luke's Hospital.
In 1873, the ~resbyterian Church in Bifth Avenue, then located at 19th
Street, motivated by a need for a larger church am the desire to escape
the 'c rnmerce then encroaching on th~t part of Fifth Avenue, purchased a
large corner parcel at SSth Street.
When it was carnpleted to the designs
of Carl Pfeiffer in 1875, it also changed its name to the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church. A photograph in the collection of the New York Public
Library shCMs the residential character of that section of the street at
that tirne.s No. 712, the remaining vacant parcel on the blockfro~t was
purchased by the church in 1886, and a parsonage was constructed.
Yet despite the major changes taking place on £ifth Avenue in the
early years of the century, mt all believed that a shift from residential
to corrmercial use was inevitable. The editor of Real Estate Record,
writing in 1907, stated:
--

Of course oo one can tell what will happen in New York
real estate at the end of thirty years, but certainly for
a long time to cane the development of Fifth Avenue for
business purposes is not likely to extend north of Fiftieth
Street. It will be stopped by the influence of the
Vanderbilts and of several rich men who have of late years
bought and built in that neighborhood. At the present
time the property is really more valuable for residential
than for business purposes, and this fact will have a
decisive influence upon the irrunediate future of the
avenue. On oo other avenue in Manhattan are there any
ilnportant shops situated north of Forty-second Street,
and it is oot to be expected that the transformation
of Fifth Avenue in this respect will push far ahead of
the other important avenues to the east and west. • • •
I n the long run doubtless there will be fewer private
residences in New York south of Hifty-ninth Street, but
this result will take a great many years to accanplish. 7
i et even as this was being written, Fifth Avenue, north of 50th Street, was
beginning to experience an influx of commerce, in the form of such
buildings as No. 714, that presaged the transformation of Fifth Avenue into
an elegant boulevard of shops, department stores, hotels, and clubs.
Indeed, the .ti'ifth Avenue Association was founded in 1907 to provide for
orderly growth and expansion of trade on the avenue, as well as to promote
civic improvements.
Charles Duggin ~d sold the brownstone-fronted house at No. 714 to Harrison
Durkee in 1872.
By 1898 it had been purchased by Charles A Gould (18491926), a Buffalo manuf acturer and fourrler of the Gould Coupler Co., the
GOuld Steel Co., and the Goul d ~torage Battery Co., who had branched out
into New York City real estate.
Recognizing the changes that were taking
place on F ifth Avenue, Gould conmissio8ed architect Woodruff Leeming to
canpletely redo the front of No. 714. 1 Work began in December 1906, about
six months after new construction for a cOIIiilercial building was begun at
No. 712.
'I'he Building and its Tenants
Woodruff Leeming (1870/71-1919\ recei1~ his architectural education at the
r•1assachusetts I nstitute of Technology and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in
Paris. Returning to New York he entered the off ices of Heins & LaFarge,
working on plans for the cathedr'1._~ of St. John the Divine. He opened his
own architectural off ice in 1894.
JViost of his known YX:>rk is in Brooklyn,
including the Beecher and Arbuckle iY1emorial Buildings and the Grace
Presbyterian Church, and on Long Island. His YX:>rk at No. 714 is a
straightforward commercial design of the type described by A. C. David in
1907:
••• in certain instances the whole front has been ripped
out, and only the old floor level s retained. Then a new
front has been built, better adapted to the new uses of the
building and more expressive thereof. 'rhese buildings, as
we shal l see, are often the rrost interesting on (f'ifth)
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avenue, and they are the only ones which employ a
comparatively new and valuable architectural type•••• The
object of a business front on an avenue of this kind is,
of course, to afford a large anount of light, so that the
floor space in the interior of the building, which is denied
the advantage of side windows, will obtain as much illumination as possible. Furthermore, the large winda.vs afford
the occupants of these floors a better chance of displaying their names and even their wares to the crowds on the
street below. 'l'he front, consequently, is designed simply
as a frame for an array of window glass extending through
three stories, and as such is cheap to build, arrl strictly
utilitarian in purpose, while f~ the same time it may well
be not unattractive in design.
Leeming's design, with its handsane French-inspired details and mansard
roof is indeed attractive, arrl the large expanse of glass admirably served
the purpose of carmerce.
'l,he building seems to have remained vacant ~ntil Gould leased the entire
building to perfumer Fran9ois Coty in 1910. 4 Late that year the decorating
firm of L. Alavoine & Co., by the located at No. 712, began to carry out
interior work on the building. 15 Here Fra.nc;ois Coty established his
Arnerican headquarters, and here he installed a major \\Ork by Rene Lalique.
In 1906, Coty had written, 't;ive a woman the best product you can canpourrl,
present it in a perfect container (beautifully simple but of impeccable
taste), charge a reasonable price for it and a great business will arise
such as the \\Or ld has never seen.16 •rha t year Coty is be l ieved to have
commissioned his first perfume bottles from Rene Lalique; the boi1les were
on display in Lalique's Paris shop in the Place Vendane in 1907.
Rene Lalique (1860-1945), one of the great artists and craftsmen of this
century, was born in Ay in Champagne and studied in Paris and London.
Beginning his career as a jeweler, he created exquisite work in the Art
Nouveau style, and he began to experiment with the use of glass in jewelry.
Gradually he branched out into glass ~rk of various kinds, giving up the
jewelry field entirely in about 1910.
Lalique's earliest work in architectural glass appears to have been the
entrance door he designed for his studio at 40 Cours la Reine (row Cours
Albert I) in Paris in 1905.19 Percy describes this entrance: '~he branches
of the two pine trees, set in high relief, their needles and cones laden
with snow, converge from the two sides of the tall stone frame and sp28ad
onto the very glass of the door, creating a winter landscape •••• "
Lalique was to work extensively in architectural glass in the 1920s and
1930s, following his exhibitions at the Exposition des Arts Decoratifs and
the Exposition Universelle, both in 1925. Prior to the 1920s, however,
Lalique's winda.vs for Coty and his studio entrance are his only known
architectural designs. Thus, they achieve special inte121st in his overall
\\Ork. 'r he Coty winda.vs are believed to date from 1912.
These windows
are decorated with an overall floral design which extends from the third
through the fifth floors and is meant to be viewed from the exterior as
well as the interior. Regardless of who the artist was who created them,

these windows are unique in New York City. Intrinsically linked with Coty,
they are an important architectural feature of the building which give it
special character and significance.
While Coty occupied three floors of the building, it in turn sub~~ased the
ground floor and mezzanine and the attic floor to other te~~ts.
Coty's
original lease ra~ until 1931; this was extended until 1952
but
cancelled in 1941 4 when Coty consolidated its operations at 423 West 55th
Street.
·r hus, the architectural design and the history of No. 714 exernplif ies the
character of Fifth Avenue as an exclusive shopping street. Only seven
years after the building was caupleted, E'ifth Avenue was described as:
••• one of the world's fanous streets.
What Regent and Bond Streets are to London, the Rue de
la Paix to Paris, the Unter den Linden to Berljn, the
Ringstrasse to Vienna, .fifth Avenue is to New York. It
is the nost aesthetic expression of the material side of
the metropolis • • •• from 34th to 59th Streets,
department stores and exclusive shops nav predominate,
having either swept away or flaved around churches,
clubs, hotels and residences. • •• establishments
wherein may be found products of the greatest ancient
and mcdern artisans make this part of Fifth A~5nue one
of the nost magnificent streets in the world.
No. 714 remains as an excellent exarrple of the type of building which
led to of Fifth Avenue originally made in 1915, and causes Fifth Avenue
still to be perceived "as one of the nost magnificent streets in the
world.
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Description
The six-story former Coty Building is designed as a frame, setting off a
wall of glass. rphis canposition proclaims the commercial use of the
building while retaining a basic residential height and scale. The first
two stories are designed as a unit framing a shopfront. The current
shopfront is a recent installation. Flanking limestone-faced piers set on
paneled bases support a mcdillioned cornice carried on console brackets
which flow over simple capitals. The third through the fifth stories are
also handled as a unit, surrounded by an overall limestone enframcment with
architrave notif and bell-flower pendants. Crisply nxxlelled cast-steel
spandrels separate the third and fourth, and forth and fifth storie~.
Keystones in the spandrels accent several of the windavs. Each floor
contains five windav bays, separated only by vertical steel mullions; the
outer mullions have decorative notifs. The central bay at the third floor
is accented by an arched pediment with scallop motif, carried on diminutive
brackets. This window bay articulation is original to the building, but
the original casements were renoved for the insertion of the Lalique glass
windows. Each bay contains a multi-paned casement set below a multi-paned
transom. •r he central bays contain clear glas-, while the side bays contain
the decorative glass. The glass forms a continuous overall design
extending up through all three floors and is canposed of intertwining vines
and tulips, recalling Lalique' s earlier Art Nouveau work. Only from the

exterior can the overall effect of the design as it extends upward be
perceived. The glass itself is approximately one-half inch thick, set i~
metal frames, with the raised portion of the design facing the exterior. 6
A modillioned cornice with console brackets which supports a balustrade
sets off the sixth, attic story. The sloping metal-covered roof of this
story contains tv.x:> segmental arched dormers which flank skylights set flush
with the roof. The roof features are a major element linking No. 714 with
its neighbors, while the slope of the roof creates a sense of depth for the
building An elevator penthouse rises slightly above the roof at the south.
The northern party wall is partially exposed and has been painted.
Conclusion
Today the former Coty Building survives as a reminder of that period when
this section of F'ifth Avenue was shifting from a prestigious residential
precinct to an elegant shopping street. Its overall form was specially
designed to enhance conmercial use, yet its elegant details allowed it to
harnonize with its residential neighbors. Associated for sane 40 years
with the firm of Coty, it incorporates as an architectural feature a set of
decorative glass windows, carmissioned by that firm, which are unique to
New York City. The construction of the building in 1907-08, was a herald
of the changes that were about to transform the character of Fifth Avenue.
Since 1908, the distinguished design of the building has added to and
enhanced the continuum of Fifth Avenue and has typified an architectural
style which has created the perception of Fifth Avenue as New York's and
the nation's premier shopping street.
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FINDINGS AND DESIGNATICN
un the basis of a careful consideration of the history, the architecture
and other features of this building, the Landmarks Preservation Comnission
finds that the Former Coty Building has a special character, special
historical and aesthetic interest and value as part of the development,
heritage and cultural characteristics of 1~ew York City.
The carmission further finds that, arrcng its linportant qualities, the
former Coty Building is a significant reminder of Fifth Avenue at the turn
of the century when the avenue, south of 59th Street, was shifting from
residential to corrunercial use; that as designed by architect Wocrlruff
.Leeming, the building employs French design details which visually J ink it
with arrl harmonize it with its Fifth Avenue neighbors; that the
buL.Lding is of the architectural type described in 1907 as "a frame for an
array of window glass extending through three stories" to ''obtain as much
illumination as possible" for the purposes of business; that the entire
bui~ding was leased to perfumer ~ran9ois Coty in 1910 to serve as his
American headquarters and was associated with the firm for sane 40 years;
that Coty commissioned a set of decorative glass windo.vs which extends fr01n
arrl unifies the third through fifth floors, creating an overall design,
from the great 20th-century glassrnaker l:<.en~ Lalique; that these windows as
an architectural feature are an extraordinary survivor and are unique in
New York and give the building a special character and significance; and
that the construction of the building played a role in the transformation
of Bifth Avenue, while its distinguished design adds to arrl enhances the
continuum of Fifth Avenue as New York's and the nation's premier shoppinq
street.
Accordingly, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 21 (formerly Chapter 63)
of the Charter of the City of New York and Chapter 8-A of the
Administrative Ccrie of the city of New York, the Landmarks Preservation
Corranission designates as a Landmark the former Coty Buildinq, 714 Fifth
Avenue, Borough of Manhattan and designates 'l'ax .Map Block 1271, Lot 39,
Borough of •'ianhattan, as its Landmark Site.
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